UCPath Progress

The Week in Review

Project Planning & Monitoring
- The assessment of Wave 2 and 3 implementation options continued with focus on resources, budget and identification of UCPath Center implications. The Executive Steering Team will review the implementation options on March 28.
- Progress continued on the UCPath Launch Guide for Wave 2 and 3. A review for location PMOs is planned for the end of March.

Communications/Change Mgt
- A review of website content was conducted for the UCPath and related websites, and content was refreshed as necessary.
- The UCPath Update newsletter for CIOs was distributed this week.
- The Wave 1 communication plan was revised to reflect the July 2014 “go live” date and posted on SharePoint.

UCPath Center
- Drafts were completed for some of the Workforce Administration Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
- Preparations continued to ready facilities and training for 12 UCPath Center critical hires to begin work on April 1.

Business Process Design & Standardization
- The GL integration team conducted onsite meetings at UCLA and UCSC.
- The Composite Assessment process FDD was distributed for review to the locations.
- A Salary Cap workgroup session was held and included demos from UCLA and UCSF.

Technical Development
- 81 of 101 Tier 1 interfaces have been delivered, and 42 have completed unit testing.
- 57 of 80 extensions have been delivered, and 33 have completed unit testing.
- The first burst of DDODS Labor Ledger data was sent to the locations.
- The UCPath Authentication user experience team met to discuss login screens, session timeout, process flows, and other requirements.
- All locations were involved in a discussion to determine the processes and facilities in place to help expedite the OMCS compatibility test.

Data Conversion
- The data team has resolved nearly all issues identified during the “fast” and “600 records” data conversion runs. Wave 1 locations received refreshed “fast run” data for comparison with ODS data.

Testing
- 39 test conditions were added for Benefits, 4 for HR, 2 for Absence Management, and 20 for Payroll.

Training
- The Wave 1 training plan was revised for the July 2014 “go live” date and was posted on SharePoint.

Upcoming Meetings/Milestones

UCPath data access and reporting strategy feedback due from location PMOs 3/18
Management Workgroup call 3/18
Biweekly PMO call—all Waves 3/18
GL Integration Steering Committee meeting (in person) 3/19
Communication/Change Mgt lead call—all Waves 3/21
Practices Board call 3/21
GL integration team onsite visit to UCSC 3/21
UCPath update to medical center controllers 3/22